Interest in using personal computer technology as an instructional medium with young children is growing around the world. Many parents, teachers, and even national governments are convinced that early interaction with technology stimulates learning and gives children a head start on success in the technological world of the future.

This article reviews current research on developmental issues and the use of technology in learning environments for 4, 5 and 6-year-old preschool children. The reviewers are cognizant of the controversy revolving around whether the developmental needs of children are best met when technology is introduced into the learning environment. However, since that technology is now prevalent in the social contexts of many young children, tracking best practice guidelines for the introduction of technology into early learning environments is a necessity for early childhood development professionals and educators. The goal of this brief review is to inquire how current practices address developmentally appropriate learning, and to review guidance on how best to use computers with young children.

Developmental Concerns
In April 1996, the National Association of Young Children (NAEYC) adopted a position statement highlighting seven key areas of developmental concern (See "Technology and Young Children: A Position Statement of the National Association for the Education of Young Children" in this Issue of TechKnowLogia):

- Professional judgment by the teacher is required to determine if a specific use of technology is age appropriate, individually appropriate, and culturally appropriate (pg. 1).
- Used appropriately, technology can enhance children’s cognitive and social abilities (pg. 2).
- Appropriate technology is integrated into the regular learning environment and used as one of many options to support children’s learning (pg. 2).
- Early childhood educators should promote equitable access to technology for all children and their families. Children with special need should have increased access when this is helpful (pg. 3).
- The power of technology to influence children’s learning and development requires that attention be paid to eliminating stereotyping of any group and eliminating exposure to violence, especially as a problem-solving strategy.
- Teachers, in collaboration with parents, should advocate for more appropriate technology applications for all children (pg. 5).
- The appropriate use of technology has many implications for early childhood professional development (pg. 5).

Advantages with Caution
Current literature supports claims that appropriate computer use will stimulate language development, social and emotional development and fine and gross motor skills among preschool age children (Early Connections, 2001; Scoter, Ellis & Railsback, 2001). Proponents of technology argue children should have the opportunity to engage with the advantages technology offers.

Two themes of concern run through this literature. The first is socialization and language opportunities. The environment should be set up to maximize social interaction of young children at and around the computer (this will be a familiar note to those who have followed research on television viewing). Equal access can be a challenge, one that requires careful and creative planning, monitoring and intervention. Providing ample space around the computer learning center and grouping chairs together will enable children to work together.

The second major theme running through the literature is software. There is an important distinction between active and passive use of software technology. An Early Childhood Education (ECE) program environment should support the active use of technology. At issue is finding the best way to use software to gain identified early childhood programmatic goals.

Exploration and manipulation of the environment are essential ingredients in appropriate ECE settings. Software should be open-ended, with music, sound, and colors to invite many learners and learning styles. The software should be interruptible and give children quick feedback so they remain interested. Young children must be in control of the pace yet encouraged to explore, use imagination and problem solve. Interactive, bright, cheerful, imaginative software images should be easy to manipulate yet stimulating enough to offer problem solving challenges. The software needs to allow decision making, experimentation, risk taking, and problem solving. Software should be used in the context of a complete curriculum, well integrated and encouraging the active
use of imagination. Screen time should be limited; especially when the overall total daily time that the young children spend watching TV and videos is taken into consideration.

Further research is needed to investigate how children working together at the computer learn cooperative play; are children engaging in another variation of parallel play? Do short attention spans and distinctive learning styles evolve from interacting with constantly flashing images and animated graphics?

Provisions must be made to meet the development needs of childhood. A solid ECE program investigates key questions:

- Will the activity benefit the child, or will it replace a more meaningful learning activity?
- When socializing young children into the world of technologic learning are the other important developmental needs of childhood being met?
- Is the technology developmentally appropriate, consistent with how a child develops and learns and with the child’s current developmental stage?

Questions for Development Theory
Gauging how well children are thriving in a technologically rich environment raises profound questions for child development theory as well as practice. For example, Piaget showed us that part of the business of childhood is to take objects and construct theories of how they work (Piaget, 1960). When “objects” were simple mechanical things, the task of deconstructing and reconstructing was merely physical. However, in the early 1970’s, with the introduction of technology, a significant change in the way children understand and perceive “objects” occurred. According to Turkle: “The answers to the classical Piagetian question of how children think about life are being renegotiated as they [questions] are posed in the context of computational objects that explicitly present themselves as exemplars of artificial life.” (1998, pg. 2)

Children’s understanding of computational objects - the representation and the reconstruction of a machine - now embodies the construction of “sort-of-alive” with properties of emotion and psychology as criteria for aliveness. An example of an activity that embodies “sort-of-alive” is Furby, a virtual pet adaptable for preschool children.

Implications of the theoretical construct of “sort-of-alive” as an important aspect of early childhood development in the technologic/information age is beyond the scope of this short summary article. Further research is called for in future investigations.

Successful Application
David Dwyer, Director of Educational Technologies for Apple (2001) emphasizes three points for successful implementation of technology into the learning environment:

- the use of technology must be a routine part of the learning environment on a daily basis;
- desired outcomes must be clear; and
- professional development is crucial for success.

Technology is not going away. Parents, policy makers, entrepreneurs and idealists actively promote its use with young children. Early childhood educators must be well trained to meet the demands of technology in early learning environments.

Now if only we knew how to train them… it always comes back to people for the healthy development of young children.
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